
Saransh Sinha, Designer

Hi! My name is Saransh (A Sanskrit origin word for ‘Summary’), and I'm a 

designer with an affinity for all things internet, design and startups. I like 

scratching my own itch and building things for designers and design 

enthusiasts.



I got my start in design by working with startups and design agencies from 

my dorm room. I have designed for everything from the Salesforce platform 

to iPhone apps. Until recently, I’d been working remotely as a Product 

Designer at Flow (getflow.com), a project management saas startup. I 

spent my days ideating, designing and prototyping things for our iOS, 

Android and Desktop apps.



I’m currently a Product Designer at Metalab.

Introduction
MetaLab (Feb 2019-Present)


I work remotely as a Product Designer to design solutions to our client’s 

problems, as well as support our internal marketing efforts.



Flow 5.X (Flow, 2017-2019)


I led the redesign of Flow’s iOS app to more closely match our brand and 

philosphy. I was also the acting product manager for this project.



Getflow.com Redesign (Flow, 2018)


Redesgined Flow’s web presence in prepration for the launch of Flow’s 

updated apps. I also worked on illustrations and other marketing assets.



Catch Up (Flow, 2016)


Designed a revamp of how notifications on our iOS and Android apps are 

treated within Flow to make them less stressful and more personalised & 

actionable.



Screenshake.co (screenshake.co)


Designed and developed my portfolio with a focus on minimalism and 

typography.



Readr for reddit (readrapp.co)


A Chrome and Firefox browser extension that adds a clean & clutter-free 

reading mode for reddit posts. Over 7000 weekly active users.



Eltropy Sync (Eltropy, 2014-2015)


Led the design and supported the front-end of Eltropy Sync, a Chrome app 

built to help keep our user’s data in sync between their PCs and Eltropy, 

a-la-dropbox.



Freelance (2014-2015)


Worked as a freelance designer and front-end developer. Clients include 

Parallel Labs, Beard Design

Projects and Employment

Design with special focus on user experience, interaction design & visual 

design; Wireframing; Prototyping; Front-end development with a focus on 

writing clean and maintainable SASS and CSS; Git; Cross OS apps and 

browser extensions built on Chrome & Firefox






Figma, Sketch, Framer, Illustrator, Photoshop, Principle, Miro, Invision, 

Abstract

Skills





Tools
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